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Instrumental Rock Guitar with irresistible melodies and equally catchy rhythm guitar riffs 11 MP3 Songs

ROCK: Instrumental Rock, METAL: Instrumental Metal Details: Lachlan Horne has been playing guitar for

more than twenty years and in that time has gained an enviable wealth of proficiency and experience

beyond that of many professional players. He is primarily a rock guitarist though he draws inspiration from

a variety of musical sources and as a result has developed into an extremely versatile player with a

distinctly eclectic style of writing music. Guitar wise his greatest influences, guitar wise, have been Jimi

Hendrix, Joe Satriani, Steve Vai, Richie Kotzen, Steve Morse, and Jeff Beck. But he also has a love of

more mainstream artists and quality pop bands from the past and present embracing a huge variety of

styles and genres. When he first picked up the guitar as a teenager his intention was to play in a band as

soon as he could and write as many songs as he could. He embarked on a journey of self tuition and

experimentation that proved to be a valuable foundation in song writing ability and creative intuition. He

has spent many years working on the London pub and club circuit performing in a variety of live acts

including Too Many Words, No Idea, What About Us? and Funky Fluid. It was around this time he found

himself performing along side prestigious musicians such as Darrin Mooney, who currently plays with

both Gary Moore and Primal Scream, and Simon Hansen of Death in Vegas. He then spent a year in

Australia where he worked as part of the highly successful Queensland based band Club Crunch. Now

based in Hampshire, England he earns his living by managing a hectic teaching schedule, working as a

session guitarist and performing his own songs with his band. He is currently working on new material

which highlights his impressive vocal capabilities as well as his guitar playing skills. Check out his website

for updates - lachlanhorne.com
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